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Résumé / Abstract

Nous montrons qu’en présence d’information asymétrique sur les coûts, les
stratégies de localisation limite, c’est-à-dire les distorsions dans les localisations
permettant à la firme établie d’empêcher l’entrée, résultent non seulement de l’avantage
coût de la firme établie mais aussi des croyances de l’entrant concernant cet avantage. La
localisation au centre du marché peut dissuader d’entrer, si l’on se trouve en information
incomplète et en présence d’une firme établie encourant un coût élevé. Cette même firme
accepterait l’entrée en information complète. De plus, une firme établie, encourant un
coût faible dissuadant l’entrée à cette localisation en information complète, aurait intérêt à
accepter l’entrée si elle se trouvait en information incomplète.

We show that, under asymmetric information about costs, limit location
strategies, that is distortions in pre-entry locations created by the entrant's inference
about the incumbent's cost advantage which prevent entry, emerge not only as the result
of the incumbent's cost advantage but also as the result of the entrant's beliefs concerning
this advantage. The location at the market center may deter entry under incomplete
information for a high cost incumbent who would accommodate entry under complete
information; moreover, a low cost incumbent deterring entry at that location under
complete information may be better off accommodating entry under incomplete
information.
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1 Introduction

The choice of product location is crucial for a ¯rm facing a threat of potential entry. Empiri-

cal investigations have provided evidence that incumbent ¯rms use product speci¯cation and/or

product proliferation to deter entry (see Smiley, 1988). In reaction to Schmalensee's (1978) claim

that an incumbent monopolist could use product proliferation to deter entry, Bonanno (1987)

exhibits cases where the incumbent's choice of particular locations, that is product speci¯cation

as opposed to product proliferation, is a more pro¯table strategy to deter entry: the number

of stores opened by the incumbent facing a threat of entry is the same as the number of stores

opened by a protected monopolist but the locations of these stores turn out to be di®erent.

Addressing the problem of the credibility of entry deterrence, Judd (1985) shows that an incum-

bent with low exit costs fails to deter entry by crowding the product spectrum. Donnenfeld and

Weber (1995) highlight that quality speci¯cation may also be used as an entry-deterring device

in an industry with vertically di®erentiated products.

In these models, information is always assumed to be complete,1 thus cannot play any role

in discouraging potential entrants. This may sound surprising as the bulk of the related lit-

erature on price as a barrier to entry, originating in the limit-pricing model of Milgrom and

Roberts (1982), assumes uncertainty over ¯rm types and therefore asymmetric information be-

tween ¯rms.2 Milgrom and Roberts modeled the problem of entry deterrence as a game of

incomplete information in which limit-pricing behavior emerges endogenously in equilibrium:

when a potential entrant does not know the incumbent's marginal cost, the latter may discour-

age entry by charging a pre-entry price below her monopoly price in order to signal that she is

a low cost incumbent, hence a potentially aggressive competitor if entry occurs.

In the present paper, we consider a model of competition in di®erentiated products under

incomplete information unfolding as follows: ¯rst, the incumbent selects a particular location for

her product (from now on, the product choice on a linear market of di®erentiated products will

generally be referred to by the usual term \location"); second, a potential entrant observes this

choice and decides to enter if he can make positive pro¯ts (net of ¯xed cost); third, if entry occurs
1Information may be imperfect but all ¯rms have the same information and face the same uncertainty.
2See also Bagwell and Ramey (1988), Harrington (1987), Overgaard (1994).
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the ¯rms compete in prices, otherwise the incumbent monopolizes the market. This sequence

of moves is reminiscent of the location-price duopoly setup initially investigated by Hotelling

(1929) and more recently by d'Aspremont, Gabszewicz and Thisse (1979) in the uniform mill

pricing case and by Lederer and Hurter (1986) in the delivered pricing case.

More formally, we investigate the following asymmetric information location model. The

potential entrant is assumed to be imperfectly informed about some characteristic of the estab-

lished ¯rm which is relevant for his post-entry pro¯t. In our model this characteristic is the

incumbent's production cost which we assume to be her private information. We assume that

the incumbent is at least as e±cient as the entrant, that is, her unit production cost is lower

than or the same as the entrant's and the latter does not know whether he faces a more e±cient

(strong) competitor or a similarly e±cient (weak) one. We concentrate on spatial di®erentiation

and assume that ¯rms choose their products or equivalently their locations sequentially before

they simultaneously compete in prices. If the entrant decides to enter, the true cost of the

incumbent is revealed before the price competition stage.3

In order to avoid trivialities, we focus on the case in which, under complete information, the

more e±cient incumbent would blockade entry at the market center whereas the less e±cient

incumbent would accommodate entry;4 in other words, the ¯xed cost of the potential entrant

is neither too small (so that the entrant would always enter) nor too large (so that the entrant

would never enter). Recall that in our model the incumbent can credibly commit to her pre-

entry location choice. Moreover, our analysis shows that entry deterring behavior emerges not

only as the result of the incumbent's cost advantage, that is, the large ¯xed cost of entry and

the di®erence in production costs as in the standard complete information literature, but also

as the result of the entrant's beliefs concerning this cost advantage. Expectations of positive

pro¯ts may be self-ful¯lling in a context of incomplete information. Thus an incumbent may
3This assumption has been rather standard since the seminal work of Milgrom and Roberts (1982). It could

be relaxed at the cost of more intricate analysis. It has the advantage in the present context of allowing us to
concentrate on the product speci¯cation or location decisions.

4Bain (1956) suggested that an incumbent facing potential entry could follow one of three strategies: she
blockades entry if, by choosing the strategy which would be chosen without the threat of entry, entry is prevented.
When entry cannot be blockaded, she deters entry if, by altering her strategy, she successfully impedes entry.
Finally, the incumbent accommodates entry if she ¯nds more pro¯table to let a competitor enter the market than
to erect costly barriers.
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rationally accommodate entry because she is not believed to be su±ciently strong to blockade

entry even if she is indeed strong enough when properly identi¯ed.

Our results can be summarized as follows. Suppose there is a one-address store in a linear

city, the manager of which is endowed with private information about her opportunity cost

of being established in the city. A potential entrant may use the incumbent's location as a

signal of her private information. From the complete information analysis of Ziss (1993), a

simple intuitive analysis could suggest that the city or market center location demonstrates

entry blockading strength, in which case the potential rival would be worse o® entering, while

a location away from the center is `a sign of allegiance' indicating that the incumbent is weak

and ready to accommodate entry. However, the analysis of the incentives for entry prevention

under the assumption of asymmetric information raises issues that are more subtle than these

intuitions may suggest. The ¯rst intuition ignores the weak incumbent's incentive to mimic her

strong counterpart when the potential entrant is rather persuaded ex ante that the incumbent

is strong. We demonstrate that pooling at the city center may emerge in equilibrium, thus the

city center may be used as a limit location by a weak incumbent. The second intuition ignores

the strong incumbent's incentive to engage in costly signaling to prove her strength. In such

a case, a location away from the center, far from being `a sign of allegiance', may be either a

credible signal of strength that is too costly to be mimicked by a weak incumbent or a pooling

location chosen to relax post-entry competition when revealing her true strength is impossible

or too costly for the strong incumbent.

The intuition behind these results rests on the pre-entry location becoming a signal regarding

the incumbent's unit cost. If the entrant is su±ciently pessimistic, believing rather strongly that

the incumbent is strong, the market center emerges as an entry deterring (pooling) equilibrium

for the high cost incumbent because information is not disclosed in equilibrium: the high cost

incumbent ¯nds it pro¯table to mimic her low cost counterpart and therefore the market center

is in this case the only plausible equilibrium location. In equilibrium, the potential entrant

remains uninformed regarding his competitor's cost and stays out, whereas he would enter and

compete against a high cost incumbent under full information. The low cost incumbent remains

at the market center, her full information entry blockading equilibrium location. However, if
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the entrant is su±ciently optimistic, believing rather strongly that the incumbent is weak, he

enters the market whatever the incumbent's location and true cost. Since the incumbent fails

to prevent entry even if she is in fact more e±cient than the entrant, locating at the market

center exacerbates the level of post-entry competition. Thus, when the entrant is su±ciently

optimistic, not only is the market center no longer an entry blockading pooling equilibrium

location but it cannot be an equilibrium location for the incumbent whatever her type. The

low cost incumbent ¯nds pro¯table in this case to locate away from the market center and to

accommodate entry. Two cases may be distinguished depending on technological characteristics,

that is the ¯xed and variable costs. Either separation of the types is possible and the low-cost

incumbent discloses her true cost by locating in an area away from the market center where the

high-cost incumbent wouldn't locate, or separation of the types is not possible and a pooling

equilibrium emerges away from the market center. In both cases the low-cost incumbent moves

away from the market center to bene¯t from a higher degree of product di®erentiation, hence

a less intensive post-entry competition. It is worth noting that these conclusions are fairly

robust to the type of competition prevailing in the second stage of the game. We illustrate

this robustness in the classical mill pricing competition framework and in the delivered pricing

competition framework.

When location is interpreted as product characteristics, there is also evidence of ¯rms using

limit location strategies to deter entry or, by contrast, locating o® the mainstream characteristics

to signal e±ciency. Consider for instance a variety of wine such as \Côtes du Roussillon"

that requires blending two main vines, Carignan and Grenache, in precise proportions to get

the \Appellation". Most of the wine growers in the Roussillon region choose to blend the

aforementioned vines accordingly to be identi¯ed as \Côtes du Roussillon" although they face

di®erent production costs. This can be interpreted as a pooling strategy deterring entry on the

market for local wines. However, some wine growers are better o® producing a wine from a

single vine, hence spurning the mainstream \Appellation". Clearly, such a choice could not be

a®orded by ine±cient producers and therefore can be interpreted as a separating strategy.

The paper is organized as follows. We present the basic model in section 2. We devote

section 3 to the characterization of the perfect Bayesian location equilibria, both the separating
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and the pooling ones. The uniform mill pricing case and the delivered pricing case are analyzed

in sections 4 and 5. We then conclude in section 6.

2 The Model

We consider a continuum of consumers distributed on a segment [0; L], L < 1, according to

a continuously twice di®erentiable, symmetric and strictly positive density function g: g(x) =

g(L ¡ x) > 0 for all x 2 [0; L] with a maximum at x = L=2. Each consumer buys one unit

of the good, provided that its price is not higher than some reservation value r, the same

for all consumers. Since the ¯rms are assumed to sell an homogeneous product, a consumer

will buy from the ¯rm that quotes the lowest full price, either the uniform mill price plus the

transportation cost as in Hotelling (1929) or a delivered price as in Hoover (1937).

An incumbent, ¯rm 1, and a potential entrant, ¯rm 2, are involved in a two stage game. The

¯rms move sequentially in the ¯rst stage, the incumbent as the ¯rst mover choosing her location

x1 and the entrant making two simultaneous decisions after observing ¯rm's 1 location, to enter

the market or not and upon entry to locate his single plant at x2, where xi denotes the location

of ¯rm i from 0. There is a ¯xed sunk cost of entry and locations are irreversible. In the second

stage of the game the ¯rms compete in prices, for instance in uniform mill prices or in delivered

prices. Using the results of d'Aspremont, Gabszewicz and Thisse (1979), Champsaur and Rochet

(1988) and Bester (1992) for the ¯rst case, and Lederer and Hurter (1986) for the second case,

we will make su±cient assumptions on r, g and the variable production and transportation costs

to ensure that there exists a unique pure strategy Nash equilibrium in the second stage subgame,

which is of course the interesting case to look at.

The two stage game captures the idea that investment decisions such as location choices are

long term decisions, while the relatively °exible price decisions are short term decisions. As long

as the choice of product characteristics have not been made, the potential entrant ignores the

incumbent's cost. However the process of price competition is supposed to convey information

very quickly. Thus, if it enters, ¯rm 2 learns ¯rm 1's characteristics, relevant to the post-entry

pro¯ts of both ¯rms, before the price competition takes place in stage 2. Hence, as in Milgrom
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and Robert's (1982) model of limit pricing, the second stage competition occurs under complete

information. The ¯rms, assumed to be risk neutral, maximize their expected pro¯t at the ¯rst

stage.

If it enters, ¯rm 2 incurs a constant average variable cost c and a ¯xed cost f . The incumbent

only bears a variable cost and is assumed to be either strong or weak. We will refer to ¯rm 1

with constant average variable costs 0 and c as the low cost (strong) and high cost (weak) types

respectively. Let T = ft j t 2 fh; `gg be the set of ¯rm 1's types, h denoting the high cost type

and ` the low cost type, and let ¹0
t be the probability of type t, t 2 T ; to simplify the notation,

we will write ¹0 for ¹0
` . Since we assume that the density g(x) is symmetric and single peaked

at L=2, we may restrict our attention to x1 2 [0; L=2]. We assume that the pro¯ts over variable

costs, either production costs or production and transportation costs according to which kind

of pricing prevails at the ¯nal stage of the game, of a monopoly by ¯rm 1 of type t located at

x1, denoted by ¦M1 (x1; t), is increasing in x1. Firm 1, knowing its type, chooses a location x1.

Firm 2 observing x1 responds with a choice of location x2. In the context of our model, ¯rm 2,

if it enters, will locate to the right of the market center; hence, we may restrict our attention to

x2 2 [L=2; L] [ fNEg where NE means that ¯rm 2 has chosen not to enter.

The objective being to study situations in which the incumbent may consider locations dif-

ferent from her complete information locations, we concentrate on the more interesting context

in which, under complete information, entry is blockaded by a low cost incumbent but accom-

modated by a high cost incumbent, hence occurs with probability 1¡¹0. Under the assumption

of asymmetric information, the location chosen by the incumbent becomes a signal of her unit

cost and may therefore in°uence the entrant's decision.

Under full information a location may be entry blockading for an incumbent only if the

potential entrant incurs a su±ciently high ¯xed cost f . We assume that f 2
³
f; f

´
. The

lower value f is the upper bound of the ¯xed cost allowing the entrant to enter the market

whatever the location and type of ¯rm 1. If f · f then whatever her location and whatever her

type, an incumbent cannot deter entry and both types accommodate entry in a full information

equilibrium: facing the low cost incumbent, the entrant locates further away from the market
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center so that products are more di®erentiated than when ¯rm 1 is a high cost incumbent.5

The higher value f is the lower bound of the ¯xed cost values allowing the high cost incumbent

to blockade entry by simply locating at the market center. This is then the optimal location

of both types. In addition, this location also minimizes the maximum attainable gross pro¯t

of a potential entrant. Hence for values higher than f , entry is blockaded. When f 2
³
f; f

´
,

the weaker incumbent can no longer blockade entry under full information. Realizing this, she

locates away from the market center and ¯rm 2 enters and locates also away from the market

center in order to soften price competition. The low cost incumbent can still blockade entry by

locating at the market center. Hence, for f in this interval, entry is accommodated by the high

cost incumbent whereas it is blockaded by the low cost incumbent under full information.

A pure strategy of ¯rm 1 is a decision function x1(t), t 2 T , giving the location of ¯rm 1

as a function of its type. A pure strategy of ¯rm 2 is a decision function x2(x1) giving either

the location of ¯rm 2 as a function of the ¯rm 1's location if ¯rm 2 decides to enter or taking

the value NE if ¯rm 2 chooses not to enter. Let ¦i(x1; x2; t), i = 1; 2 be the pro¯t of ¯rm

i when ¯rm 1 is of type t and locations are x1 and x2. We assume that, for x1 2 [0; L=2] and

x2 2 [L=2; L], the pro¯ts ¦1 and ¦2 are continuous in (x1; x2), ¦1 is increasing in x1 and ¦2

is strictly concave in x2. Clearly, ¦1 jumps upwards when ¯rm 2 switches from some location

x2 2 [L=2; L] to x2 = NE. From the concavity of ¦2 in x2, ¯rm 2 never randomizes. To simplify

the notation, let us write ¹ as the posterior probability with which ¯rm 2 believes that ¯rm 1 is

of the low cost type. We denote by ~x2(x1; ¹) the best response of ¯rm 2 to x1 given ¹ taken as

a parameter, that is ~x2(x1; ¹) maximizes ¹¦2(x1; x2; `) + (1 ¡ ¹)¦2(x1; x2; h). The location ~x2

is continuous in (x1; ¹) as long as ¯rm 2 enters the market.

We assume that @¦2=@x2@x1 > 0 implying that ~x2 (x1; ¹) is non decreasing in x1:6 the

marginal pro¯tability for ¯rm 2 of a larger x2 increases as ¯rm 1 locates closer to the center

since price competition is relaxed when ¯rm 2 chooses a more di®erentiated product. Moreover

~x2 (x1; ¹) is a non-decreasing function of ¹ since the entrant is better o® increasing di®erentiation

when he puts more probability on the low cost type of ¯rm 1. More generally, we denote by
5The analysis is then similar to the case with no ¯xed cost studied in Boyer, La®ont, Mahenc and Moreaux

(1994, 1995).
6More precisely, ~x2 (x1; ¹) is increasing in x1 except if it is already at L.
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¹t (x1) the probability assigned by ¯rm 2 to type t given the observed location x1. In order to

capture the idea that it is more costly for the high cost type to locate close to the center, we

assume the following single crossing property:

8x1 2 I1; 8x2 2 [L=2; L]; then
@¦1(x1; x2; `)

@x1
>

@¦1(x1; x2; h)
@x1

:

The above model speci¯cation is relatively standard in location theory except for the fact

that it is the ¯rst location model to consider the entry preventing role of ¯xed costs under

incomplete information. The speci¯c modeling strategy used here can be justi¯ed as follows.

The second stage competition is assumed to be a Bertrand-like competition with the necessary

assumptions to guarantee the existence of a unique equilibrium. We can then concentrate on the

role of ¯xed sunk costs in determining location choices. The particular incomplete information

structure considered here, namely an informed incumbent at least as e±cient as the uninformed

entrant, corresponds to many observed situations such as those in which an incumbent ¯rm

may have acquired or not a cost advantage through learning or experience. Because of the

information structure and the sequencing of moves, the location chosen by an established ¯rm

becomes a signal regarding its costs, that is the e®ect of learning and experience. This signal

may be used by the second mover to infer the type of the ¯rst mover, that is, whether or not ¯rm

1 has acquired a cost advantage, a critical factor in the second stage competition. This is well

understood by ¯rm 1 who may attempt to manipulate the signal through its location choice.

The other elements of the model are basically simplifying assumptions or standard features of

location models.

We are looking for a perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE) which is the natural equilibrium con-

cept in the present context. A PBE is a pair of decisions x¤1(t), t = h; `, and x¤2(x1), x1 2 [0; L=2],

and posteriors ¹¤t (x1) such that: (i) for t = h; ` : x¤1(t) 2 arg max
x12I1

¦1 (x1; ~x2 (x¤1; ¹
¤
t (x1)) ; t),

that is, the incumbent of type t maximizes her pro¯t given the strategy of ¯rm 2; (ii) for any

x1 2 [0; L=2]: x¤2(x1) = ~x2 (x¤1; ¹¤t (x¤1)), that is, the potential entrant maximizes his expected

pro¯t for any decision x1 taken by ¯rm 1, given his posterior belief function ¹¤t (x1); (iii) for

any x1 2 [0; L=2], the posterior probabilities ¹¤t (x1) are obtained from the prior ¹0 and ¯rm 1

strategy via Bayes' rule if Bayes' rule can be applied, that is, if x1 2 fx¤1 (t) j t 2 Tg, whereas

they are arbitrary for out-of-equilibrium locations x1.
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3 The Location Equilibria

3.1 The reduced pro¯t function

In order to characterize more easily the di®erent PBE's, it is convenient to work with the reduced

form of ¯rm 1's pro¯t function, denoted by ¦̂1(x1; ¹; t), t = h; `. This is the pro¯t the type t of

¯rm 1 would earn when it locates at x1 and ¯rm 2 responds optimally believing that ¯rm 1 is

of the low cost type with probability ¹. This probability ¹ is taken here as a parameter. Hence:

¦̂1(x1; ¹; t) = ¦1(x1; ~x2(x1; ¹); t); t = h; `:

If ¯rm 2 had no ¯xed cost to incur for entering the market, the reduced function ¦̂1 would be a

continuous function in x1 and ¹ since ¯rm 2 would always enter the market at a location which

would be a continuous function of ¯rm 1's location and the belief ¹.7

We assume that, when the ¯xed cost is 0, ¦̂1(x1; ¹; t) is strictly concave in x1 on [0; L=2] for

any t and ¹ and increasing in ¹, as depicted in Figure 1. This implies that both types of ¯rm 1

prefer the best response of ¯rm 2 when the latter believes that ¯rm 1 is more likely of the low

cost type.8 The idea is that ¯rm 1 prefers more product di®erentiation from ¯rm 2 and this

happens when ¯rm 2 considers more likely that ¯rm 1 is of the low cost type.

Note that, if t = `, then the pro¯t function of ¯rm 1 rightly identi¯ed as a low cost ¯rm

is given by ¦̂1(x1; 1; `), that is the upper contour of the family of curves drawn in Figure 1;

whereas if t = h, then the pro¯t function of ¯rm 1 rightly identi¯ed as a high cost ¯rm is

given by ¦̂1(x1; 0; h), that is the lower contour curve. Assuming that under full information the

weaker incumbent locates away from the market center L=2 means that the value of x1 at which

¦̂1(x1; 1; h) is maximized, xm1 (1; h), is strictly lower than L=2 as shown in Figure 1 for t = h.

7Technically, ~x2(x1; ¹), the best response of ¯rm 2, would take values in [L=2; L] instead of [L=2; L] [ fNEg
and would be continuous in both x1 and ¹.

8This is an implication of ¦1 increasing in x2 and ~x2(x1; ¹) increasing in ¹.
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FIGURE 1

The reduced pro¯t functions: the case f = 0

x1

6

0

¦̂1

L=2xm1 (0; t) xm1 (1; t)

¦̂1(x1; 1; t)

¦̂1(x1; ¹; t)

¦̂1(x1; 0; t)

Remember that we are assuming that under full information entry is accommodated by the high

cost incumbent whereas entry is blockaded by the low cost incumbent. It means ¯rst that, if

¯rm 2 believes that it is ¯ghting a low cost ¯rm 1, there exists some location ¹x1 < L=2 such

that by choosing a location x1 2 [¹x1; L=2], ¯rm 1 deters entry whatever its true type; second

that, if ¯rm 2 believes it is facing a high cost ¯rm 1, whatever the true cost of ¯rm 1 and its

location, the incumbent cannot prevent the entry of ¯rm 2. Hence for ¹ su±ciently low, the

functions ¦̂1(x1; ¹; t) are like those of ¯gure 1 and for ¹ su±ciently high, the exists some limit

location ¹x1(¹) such that x1 2 [¹x1(¹); L=2] prevents entry. In this last case, depicted on Figure

2, entry is prevented for x1 ¸ ¹x1(¹) and ¦̂1(x1; ¹; t) is equal to the monopoly pro¯t of ¯rm 1 of

type t located at x1, which does not depend upon ¹ and is denoted by ¦M1 (x1; t). Under our

assumptions ¹x1(¹) is a decreasing function of ¹. Note that there must exist some critical value

¹¹ of ¹ such that ¯rm 1 can deter entry or not according to whether ¹ is higher or lower than ¹¹,
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so that lim¹#¹¹ ¹x1(¹) = L=2. Similarly, it will be useful to denote by ¹¹(x1) the minimum value

of ¹ for which entry is deterred given x1.

-

FIGURE 2

The reduced pro¯t functions: the case f > 0
(0 < ¹0 < ¹¹ < ¹ < 1)
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In what follows, we will denote by xm1 (¹; t) the location at which the reduced pro¯t function

¦̂1(x1; ¹; t) is maximized either over the interval [0; ¹x1(¹)] if ¹x1(¹) < L=2 (that is if ¹ < ¹¹) or

over the interval [0; L=2] otherwise.

3.2 Pooling equilibria

Let us ¯rst examine the pooling equilibria. Suppose that some location x01 is a pooling equi-

librium location. Since in a pure strategy pooling equilibrium, both types of ¯rm 1 choose the

same location, then by observing x01, ¯rm 2 obtains no additional information and the priors and

11



posteriors are the same. Hence the equilibrium pro¯t of ¯rm 1 of type t is given by ¦̂1(x01; ¹0; t)

where ¹0 is the prior probability that ¯rm 1 is of the low cost type. In order to check if this

location can be sustained by some out-of-equilibrium posteriors, we can simply examine the

most detrimental posteriors for ¯rm 1's pro¯ts, that is the following: observing x001 6= x01, ¯rm 2

believes with certainty that ¯rm 1 is of the high cost type generating pro¯ts ¦̂1(x1; 0; t). If for

some type t we have ¦̂1(x001; 0; t) > ¦̂1(x01; ¹0; t), then type t would deviate from x01. However,

if for both types ¦̂1(x001; 0; t) · ¦̂1(x01; ¹0; t), then there exists some probability ~¹00 such that for

any ¹00 < ~¹00, we have ¦̂1(x001; ¹00; t) · ¦̂1(x01; ¹0; t) for both t = h; `. Any such posterior ¹00

sustains x01 as a pooling equilibrium.

Proposition 1: A location x¤1 may be a pooling equilibrium location for the prior ¹0 if and only

if for any x1 6= x¤1, we have ¦̂1(x1; 0; t) · ¦̂1(x¤1; ¹0; t).

Not all locations can be pooling equilibrium locations as illustrated in Figure 3. Consider

¯rst the low cost type and let b be the location at which ¦̂1(b; 1; `) = maxx1 ¦̂1(x1; 0; `) =

¦̂1(xm1 (0; `); 0; `). For any x01 < b, we have ¦̂1(x01; 1; `) < ¦̂1(b; 1; `), so that, for ¹0 · 1,

¦̂1(x01; ¹0; `) < ¦̂1(b; 1; `) and we may conclude that whatever the priors the low cost type would

get more pro¯ts at xm1 (0; `) than at x01 whatever the posteriors of ¯rm 2 observing xm1 (0; `). We

conclude that the locations within the segment [0; b) cannot be pooling equilibrium locations

whatever the priors. Consider now the high cost type. For any location x01 within (a; ¹x1(1)),

we have ¦̂1(x01; 1; h) < maxx1 ¦̂1(x1; 0; h) = ¦̂1(xm1 (0; h); 0; h). Hence whatever the priors, the

high cost ¯rm 1 would get more pro¯ts at xm1 (0; h) whatever the posteriors of ¯rm 2 observ-

ing xm1 (0; h). We conclude that the locations within the segment (a; ¹x1(1)) cannot be pooling

equilibrium locations whatever the priors.

Clearly, any location within the segments [b; a] and [¹x1(1); L=2] may appear as a pooling

equilibrium provided that the prior probability of the low cost type is su±ciently high. Since in

most models of competition xm1 (0; h) 6= xm1 (0; `), the lower bound of the prior ¹ sustaining any

pooling location is strictly positive. It is worthwhile to note that the set of pooling equilibrium

locations (for some prior) is larger than the set of the entry preventing locations since within the

interval [b; a] the incumbent accommodates entry. In any case, the set of pooling equilibrium

locations is not empty since any location preventing entry may appear as a pooling equilibrium

12



location provided that the prior probability of the low cost type is su±ciently high.

-

FIGURE 3

The Perfect Bayesian Equilibria
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3.3 Separating equilibria

In order to understand the conditions under which there exist separating equilibria and why in

any one of these equilibria entry is not deterred, consider again Figure 3. Since in a separating

equilibrium the incumbent discloses her type, then the equilibrium pro¯t of the high cost type

must lie on the ¦̂1(x1; 0; h) curve. If so, the unique equilibrium location of the high cost type is

xm1 (0; h) where ¦̂1(x1; 0; h) is maximized. For the same reason, the equilibrium pro¯t of the low

cost type must lie on the ¦̂1(x1; 1; `) curve. But clearly, the low cost type cannot choose any

entry deterring location since then the high cost type would mimic the low cost one. The only

locations at which the high cost type gets lower pro¯ts even if it is wrongly identi¯ed as a low cost
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type, are those locations x1 within the segment [a; ¹x1(1)) where ¦̂1(x1; 1; h) · ¦̂1(xm1 (0; h); 0; h).

Thus the low cost ¯rm 1 must choose a location within this interval; if not, the high cost type

mimics the low cost type. In order to check if some out-of-equilibrium posteriors sustain such

a location x01 2 [a; ¹x1(1)) of the low cost type as an equilibrium location, it is su±cient to

verify that, for any other location x001 6= x01, ¯rm 1 of the low cost type would get lower pro¯ts,

that is ¦̂1(x001; 0; `) < ¦̂1(x01; 1; `), if ¯rm 2 infers that it is competing against the high cost

type. It is clearly the case for the reduced pro¯t functions drawn on Figure 3. Note that for

x001 = xm1 (0; `) 6= x01, then believing that ¹ = 0 is the equilibrium belief to have.

Proposition 2: Suppose that the set I` = [a; ¹x1(1)) of locations, for which ¦̂1(x1; 1; h) ·
¦̂1(xm1 (0; h); 0; h), is not empty, then x¤1 2 I` is a separating equilibrium location for ¯rm 1

of type ` if and only if for any x1 6= x¤1: ¦̂1(x1; 0; `) · ¦̂1(x¤1; 1; `).

Two observations should be stressed. First, the set I` may be empty. It would be the case

with the ¦̂1(x1; ¹; h) curves drawn in Figure 2. Hence in an incomplete information context, the

e±cient ¯rm 1 can be constrained to pool with the ine±cient one. Second and more puzzling, if

there exists a separating equilibrium, the e±cient ¯rm 1 does not choose a location which deters

entry but instead chooses an entry accommodating location although in a complete information

context she would choose x1 = L=2 and would prevent entry. This is the result of the separating

constraint. If the e±cient ¯rm 1 were to choose an entry preventing location, the ine±cient

type would in turn choose the same location, destroying the separating property. In a complete

information setting, no such separating constraint is at work.

3.4 Re¯nements

The leeway in updating out-of-equilibrium beliefs gives rise to a plethora of PBE. Let us now

employ two standard re¯nements: the intuitive criterion (Kreps 1984, Cho and Kreps 1987) and

D1 (Cho and Kreps 1987, Cho and Sobel 1990), to dismiss the least plausible PBE. Consider

an equilibrium f(x¤1(t); x¤2(x1); ¹¤t (x1)); t = h; `g. Let ¦̂¤
1(t) be the equilibrium pro¯t of ¯rm 1

of type t: ¦̂¤
1(t) ´ ¦̂1(x¤1(t); ¹¤(x¤1(t)); t); where for the sake of notational consistency ¹¤(x1) =

¹¤`(x1). Suppose that for an out-of-equilibrium location x1, the following conditions are satis¯ed
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where t 6= t0:

¦̂¤
1(t) < ¦̂1(x1; ¹t(x1) = 1; t)

8¹ 2 [0; 1]; ¦̂1(x1; ¹; t0) < ¦̂¤
1(t

0):

According to the intuitive criterion, ¯rm 2 observing the out-of-equilibrium location x1 should

reasonably conclude it is facing a ¯rm 1 of type t. Since ¯rm 1 of type t (resp. t0) is earning

more (resp. less) at x1 when ¯rm 2 is convinced to compete against the type t (resp. whatever

¯rm 2 beliefs) than at the equilibrium location, then ¯rm 1 of type t will spurn the equilibrium

and deviate to x1. Hence the equilibrium collapses.

The spirit of the D1 criterion is very close to the latter logic. Nevertheless, it meets stronger

requirements in the sense that the set of PBE robust to D1 is usually a subset of PBE surviving

the intuitive criterion in monotonic signaling games. Therefore we shall apply ¯rst the intuitive

criterion and thereafter D1 to the remainder of PBE. Recall that, for any location x1 and beliefs

¹, ¯rm 2 best response location ~x2(x1; ¹) is unique. To check the stability of an equilibrium

location, suppose that ¯rm 1 of type t deviates from x¤1(t) to x1. Let D(t j x1) be the set of

posterior beliefs ¹t 2 [0; 1] (with ¯rm 2 responding optimally) that would make the deviation

pro¯table for ¯rm 1. Similarly let the set D0(t j x1) be de¯ned as the subset of posterior

beliefs making ¯rm 1 indi®erent between switching or not. According to the D1 criterion, ¯rm

2 observing x1 should put all the posterior probability on the type t0 if

D(t j x1) [ D0(t j x1) ½ D(t0 j x1) t0 6= t;

which amounts to say that ¯rm 1 of type t0 has a stronger incentive to deviate than ¯rm 1 of

type t.

Let us ¯rst consider the separating equilibrium locations. From Proposition 2, we know that

¯rm 1 of type ` must choose a location in I` to be truly identi¯ed. It is straightforward to show

that the intuitive criterion singles out a (see Figure 3) that is the location involving the least

cost of separation for the low cost ¯rm 1. Indeed, take any equilibrium location x¤1(`) to the

right of a. If the low cost ¯rm 1 deviates from x¤1(`) to d (for deviation) in the interval (a; x¤1(`)),

it would get more pro¯ts when rightly identi¯ed after the deviation than at the equilibrium
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under consideration. Moreover, the high cost ¯rm 1 would get less at d than at its separating

equilibrium location xm1 (0; h), whatever the posterior belief ¹ held by ¯rm 2 after observing the

deviation to d. Hence ¯rm 2 should reasonably conclude that it is facing a low cost ¯rm 1. If

so, the low cost ¯rm 1 would be better o® at d and the equilibrium collapses. For x¤1(`) = a, no

such deviation exists: any deviation to a location inside [x1(1); L=2] allowing the low cost ¯rm

1 to get more than its separating equilibrium pro¯t, would also allow the high cost ¯rm 1 to

improve its pro¯t for ¹ su±ciently high. The same reasoning applies to any deviation to the left

of a allowing the low cost ¯rm 1 to earn more than its equilibrium pro¯ts if correctly identi¯ed

but inducing the high cost ¯rm 1 to deviate also. Thus a is the only equilibrium location robust

to the intuitive criterion.

Furthermore, a survives the D1 criterion. The only candidate deviations of interest are

those which would induce ¯rm 2 to believe it is competing against the low cost ¯rm 1. But, as

a consequence of the single crossing property mentioned in Section 2, for any deviation d and

any belief ¹ such that ¦̂¤
1(h) = ¦̂1(d; ¹; h), we have D(` j d) [ D0(` j d) ½ D(h j d) (see Boyer,

La®ont, Mahenc and Moreaux 1995) and thus such a deviation would induce ¯rm 2 to infer,

according to D1, that it is facing the high cost ¯rm 1 and not the low cost ¯rm 1: hence neither

wishes to deviate and a is a D1 separating equilibrium location for the low cost ¯rm 1.

Let us now turn to the pooling equilibrium locations. Recall that, in such an equilibrium,

both types of ¯rm 1 may either accommodate entry with a location inside [b; a] or deter entry

with a location inside [x1(1); L=2]. We show ¯rst that locations in [b; a] robust to the intuitive

criterion don't survive D1. Consider such a location x¤1 based on the prior ¹0. Suppose there

exists a deviation d 2 (x¤1; x1(1)) as illustrated on Figure 4 such that ¯rm 1 of type h would

strictly prefer d to x¤1 if by deviating it would be thought to be of the low-cost type for sure,

that is ¦̂¤
1(`) < ¦̂1(d; 1; l), while ¯rm 1 of type ` would rather stick to x¤1 and be interpreted as

of type ` with probability ¹0 than choose d, no matter what inferences ¯rm 2 might draw from

the observation of d, that is ¦̂1(d; ¹; h) < ¦̂¤
1(h) whatever ¹.
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FIGURE 4

The Re¯nement Criteria
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According to the intuitive criterion, ¯rm 2, when observing d, should infer that its competitor

is of the low-cost type so the latter could then pro¯tably separate itself. As a result, the pooling

equilibrium location considered is eliminated by the intuitive criterion. When a < x1(1), as it is

the case in Figure 4, such a deviation exists for all entry accommodating pooling locations and

none survives the intuitive criterion. Otherwise the functions ¦̂1(x1; ¹; h) are those depicted

in Figure 2 and a deviation d meeting the requirements mentioned above can be found inside

(x¤1; x1(1)) provided that the prior ¹0 is such that ¦̂¤
1(h) > limx1!x1(1) ¦̂1(x1; 1; l). For lower

values of ¹0, there exist entry deterring limit locations, namely x1(¹0) if ¹0 > ¹ and L=2 if

¹0 · ¹. In both cases, the intuitive criterion fails to eliminate those locations because, when

¹0 > ¹, any deviation giving the low-cost ¯rm 1 more than ¦̂¤
1(`) if rightly identi¯ed would also

give the high-cost ¯rm 1 more than ¦̂¤
1(h), and when ¹0 · ¹, there is no deviation giving the
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low-cost ¯rm 1 more than ¦̂¤
1(`) if rightly identi¯ed.

However, applying D1 to both of these cases succeeds in making them implausible. Indeed,

consider a deviation d 2 (x¤1; x1(max(¹0;¹))). Building on the model without entry investigated

in Boyer, La®ont, Mahenc and Moreaux (1995), it can be shown that, for any belief ¹ held after

observing d such that ¦̂¤
1(h) = ¦̂1(d; ¹; h), ¯rm 1 of type ` has a stronger incentive to deviate,

that is D(h j d) [ D0(h j d) ½ D(` j d). Thus ¯rm 2 observing d should infer that it is a move

by the low-cost type. If moreover d is close enough to x¤1, then ¦̂¤
1(t) < ¦̂1(d; 1; t) for t = h; `,

and both types will deviate.

Unlike the entry accommodating locations, the entry deterring locations survive both the

intuitive criterion and D1. Consider an entry deterring pooling location x¤1. For any deviation

d < x¤1, both types of ¯rm 1 earn less than their equilibrium pro¯t no matter what beliefs might

be held by ¯rm 2 upon observing the deviation. For deviations d > x¤1, the posteriors ¹ are

either high enough for both types to deter entry and earn more than their equilibrium pro¯t,

or low enough for both types to accommodate entry and earn less than their equilibrium pro¯t.

Therefore both the intuitive criterion and D1 fail to impose a restriction on these posteriors that

could induce the deviation.

To sum up:

Proposition 3: The only separating equilibrium robust to the intuitive and D1 criteria is the

equilibrium implying the least separating penalty for the low cost ¯rm 1. The only pooling

equilibria robust to the D1 criterion are the entry deterring equilibria.

4 THE UNIFORM MILL PRICING CASE

We review in this section Hotelling's (1929) model of spatial competition in the light of our

¯ndings.9 With consumers uniformly distributed along the line [0; L] and transportation costs

assumed quadratic with respect to distance kd2, D'Aspremont, Gabszewicz and Thisse (1979)

showed the existence of a price equilibrium for any given locations (x1; x2) of the two ¯rms. The
9The discussion is willingly intuitive rather than rigorous and the reader is referred to Boyer, Mahenc and

Moreaux (2001) for a thorough analysis.
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analysis of the second-stage competition shows that ¯rm 2, if it enters the market, locates as far

as possible from the market center whatever the incumbent's type. Hence ~x2(x1; ¹) = L for any

value of the pair (x1; ¹) accommodating entry. The pro¯t function of the incumbent is therefore

also independent of ¹ when ¯rm 2 enters. If ¹ is such that ¯rm 2 chooses to stay out, then ¯rm

1 enjoys a monopoly position. Therefore, all the ¦̂1(x1; ¹; t) functions in Figure 2 collapse to

one function; if ¹ > ¹¹, the function is discontinuous at ¹x1(¹).

4.1 The separating location equilibria

In a separating equilibrium, we have x¤h1 6= x¤`1 . The location chosen by the high-cost type is

xm1 (0; h) = 0 since @¦1(x1; x2; h)=@x1 is negative. Moreover since ¦1(x1; ¹; t) is independent

of ¹, the low-cost type necessarily locates at xm1 (1; `). Provided that xm1 (1; `) is di®erent from

xm1 (0; h) = 0, if the di®erential production cost c is large enough, then we have a separating

equilibrium; otherwise separation of both types is impossible and they both choose to locate at

0.

As already shown in the general framework, the low-cost incumbent must accommodate entry

in order to be perfectly identi¯ed by her competitor. Obviously such a strategy is costly for the

low-cost incumbent who loses her complete information monopoly position at the market center

(the market center is not a separating equilibrium). However her forgone pro¯t at xm1 (1; `) is

less than the loss the high-cost type would incur by moving from xm1 (0; h) = 0 to xm1 (1; `), thus

mimicry is prevented.10

The location pair (xm1 (0; h) = 0; xm1 (1; `) > 0) constitutes the unique separating equilibrium

in this particular case contrary to our general results which show that in general there is a mul-

tiplicity of separating equilibrium locations whenever there exists one. The reason of uniqueness

in the case of uniform mill pricing stems from the fact that beliefs have no e®ect on product

di®erentiation once the decision to enter has been taken since the entrant is better o® locating as

far apart as possible whatever his belief. This precludes any incentive for the high-cost incum-

bent to switch from her separating equilibrium location xm1 (0; h) to any location x1 outside the
10Technically, the interval (a; ¹x1(1)) of separating location candidates for the low-cost type is now given by

(0; ¹x1(1)) but there are no out-of-equilibrium posteriors beliefs to support any of those separating location
candidates by the low-cost incumbent besides xm1 (1; `).
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interval [¹x1(1); L=2], even if she is then perceived to be of the low-cost type. Therefore, when

trying to signal her type, the low-cost incumbent is free to locate anywhere outside [¹x1(1); L=2].

4.2 The pooling location equilibria

As we showed in the general framework, any location x¤1 inside [¹x1(1); L=2] together with ¹0 ¸
¹¹(x¤1) is a pooling equilibrium. This kind of pooling equilibria prevents entry because the

potential entrant's prior belief is su±ciently optimistic for the high-cost type to trick him with

a location in the neighborhood of the market center.

There also exists in the present case a pooling equilibrium where both types accommodate

entry, namely xm1 (0; t). It is the only candidate for a pooling equilibrium provided that xm1 (0; `) =

xm1 (0; h) = 0 a case which is obtained if the di®erential cost c is large enough. It is straightforward

to show that x¤1 = 0 is supported as a pooling equilibrium by the posterior belief function:

¹¤`(x1)

8
>>>>><
>>>>>:

· ¹¹(x1) for x1 2 (¹x1(1); L=2)

= ¹0
` for x1 = x¤1

arbitrary otherwise

The intuitions for these results have already been developed in the general framework. Sur-

prisingly enough, the entry accommodating pooling equilibrium location is unique. Note that

this pooling equilibrium exists for values of the cost di®erential c for which there is no separating

equilibrium location. The reason why it is unique is basically the same as the reason for the

uniqueness of the separating equilibrium: for any t and whatever ¹0 2 [0; 1]; xm1 (¹0
` ; t) = 0 is

the only entry accommodating location that Pareto-dominates any other entry accommodating

location in which the incumbent would be taken for sure as the low-cost type and thus no de-

viation is pro¯table whatever the posterior belief following this deviation. In other words, if

xm1 (0; t) = 0 for all t, the incumbent of type t is better o® locating at xm1 (0; t) than at any entry

accommodating location di®erent from 0 with any prior ¹0 2 [0; 1].
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5 THE DELIVERED PRICING CASE

We consider again the same basic model but allow ¯rms to price discriminate, that is, to compete

in delivered prices in the second stage of the game as in Hoover (1937), Hurter and Lederer

(1985) and Lederer and Hurter (1986). With consumers uniformly distributed on the market

segment and linear transportation costs, we assume that an incumbent of any type, whatever

her location, could supply any consumer and make a pro¯t over variable costs (production +

transportation) were she in a monopoly position. We also assume that ¯rm 2 can always ¯nd

a location so as to enjoy a positive share of the market and a positive pro¯t gross of the ¯xed

sunk cost of entry, provided that ¯rm 1 does not sell at prices lower than its total variable cost.

The second stage competition is assumed to be a Bertrand-like competition in delivered price

schedules. In this way, the existence of an equilibrium in pure strategies is guaranteed for any

location pair (x1; x2).11 As before, provided that the ¯xed sunk cost of entry falls within the

proper interval and that the di®erential operating cost c is not too large, there are locations

in the neighborhood of the market center which, if chosen by the incumbent, deter entry when

the posterior probability ¹ is larger than some level, and also locations which, if chosen by the

incumbent, accommodate entry.

It turns out that the pro¯t function ¦̂1(x1; ¹; t), unlike those in the uniform mill pricing

case, are parabolic and single peaked over the interval [0; ¹x1(¹)).12 Moreover, given a location

in this interval, the higher ¹ the higher the pro¯t level ¦̂1(x1; ¹; t) since ¯rm 2's best response

when entry is accommodated strictly increases with ¹. This is to be contrasted with the mill

pricing case where ¯rm 2's optimal location is at the right end of the market whatever its

belief regarding ¯rm 1's type. A straightforward consequence is that the locations xm1 (¹; t) in

the delivered pricing case are not the same with respect to ¹; hence the existence of multiple

entry accommodating equilibria, either separating or pooling, may be expected contrary to the

uniqueness result in the uniform mill pricing case.
11Existence and uniqueness of the price equilibrium hold for any location pair with increasing transportation

cost functions (see Thisse and Vives (1988))
12Again, see Boyer, Mahenc and Moreaux (2001) for a thorough analysis.
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5.1 The separating location equilibria

Our general results on separating equilibria stated in Proposition 2 can be directly applied in

the delivered pricing case. Indeed, the set I` is not empty provided that f and c are not too

large and any location x01 in this set can be supported as a separating location equilibrium for

¯rm 1 of type ` provided that posterior probabilities lead to ¦̂1(x001; 0; `) < ¦̂1(x01; 1; `).

5.2 The pooling location equilibria

Two kinds of pooling equilibrium locations emerge: a continuum of locations in the neighborhood

of the market center that deter entry and a continuum of locations away from the market center

that accommodate entry.

The intuition for the existence of entry deterring pooling locations is basically the same as

in the uniform mill pricing case. First, if the incumbent's reputation is a priori good, that is ¹0

is rather high, then the low-cost incumbent is expected to locate in equilibrium at the market

center or close to it. Therefore, there is an opportunity for the high-cost incumbent to mimic

her low-cost counterpart and move in the neighborhood of the market center, be perceived as

an e±cient incumbent, deter entry and act as a monopoly. Thus, whatever the true cost of

the incumbent, there is no entry in this case whereas under complete information entry occurs

with probability 1 ¡ ¹0. The potential entrant is not really fooled but cannot learn the true

cost characteristic of his competitor because he expects her to rather be of the high-cost type.

Consider for instance the equilibrium at the market center and suppose that the potential entrant

takes the incumbent to be of the high-cost type for sure if he observes a location di®erent from

the market center. Then both incumbent types are obviously better o® at the market center and

their equilibrium behavior does not permit the identi¯cation of their true cost characteristic.

The potential entrant knows that and the incumbent knows that he knows, hence she rationally

anticipates her competitor not to enter if he observes her at the market center.

Regarding the entry accommodating pooling locations, the main di®erence with the uniform

mill pricing case is the multiplicity of equilibria in the delivered pricing case. Remember that

in the previous case, the entrant's beliefs has no impact on product di®erentiation once the
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decision to enter the market has been taken. However in the present case the entrant's belief

does matter: the entrant di®erentiates more his product when he believes the incumbent to

rather be of the low-cost type.

6 CONCLUSION

Previous works have emphasized that product location may be used as an entry-deterring de-

vice in horizontally di®erentiated markets. We contribute to this literature by showing that

information plays a crucial role in the emergence of limit location strategies preventing entry.

If the potential entrant is not perfectly informed about the incumbent's costs, pre-entry

product speci¯cation may rationally be read as a signal regarding these costs. Hence, beliefs are

relevant in the emergence of entry deterring strategies. We have considered a market which under

full information would be monopolized by a low-cost incumbent capable of blockading entry by

locating at the market center, but would not be monopolized by a high-cost incumbent. Under

incomplete information, if the potential entrant expects a priori the incumbent to be of the low

cost type, the market center becomes a plausible location from which a high cost incumbent

blockades entry. On the other hand, if the entrant expects a priori the incumbent to be a high

cost type with a high probability, entry will occur regardless of the incumbent's cost. The low

cost incumbent then ¯nds it more pro¯table to abandon her full information location at the

market center and to accommodate entry. She moves away from the market center in order

to either ¯nd a location where she can credibly disclose information on her true costs, or, if

mimicry from a high cost incumbent cannot be prevented, relax price competition through more

product di®erentiation.
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